After the National Internal Security Policy of 2014, the National Action ... from a whole-of-state to a whole-of-government approach to find answers to Pakistan's many security challenges.

Security policy

For instance, the U.S. government has punished the ... more steadily... 

The RJ Rushmore Wheel of History: In Europe

The country and its style of governing itself as a whole. Kim's objective is to keep America out. And he is close to achieving this objective, since the U.S. has no answer to his build-up of...

Whither Korea?

Russian President Vladimir Putin's war objectives remain murky, but Biden claimed in February that Putin was attempting "re-establish the former Soviet Union" by seizing...

Biden says Ukraine might have to give Russia land in 'negotiated settlement'

Ukraine is giving way as Russia slowly achieves its objectives in the east. Ukraine is losing and Russia will eventually conquer the entire country. The answer... 

100 days of war take a heavy toll on Ukraine as Putin's forces hammer Donbas

That same commitment and ethic should drive government... and objectives." OLA base budget increases have been historically modest, at best (for example between fiscal years 2014 to 2019...

An investment in the Office of the Legislative Auditor is an investment in responsible government

Get local news delivered to your inbox! After 3 months, Russia still bogged down in Ukraine war

When Russia invaded Ukraine on Feb. 24, it had hoped to overtake the country in a blitz lasting only...

Be the first to know

The Opposition criticism of the Prime Minister on the eighth anniversary of the Modi government is along predictable... to the BJP now than it was in 2014, thanks to Modi's astute leadership.

Eight years of Prime Minister Modi’s competent stewardship

It is his belief that investors and businesses should work alongside the government... funds would be unable to answer "yes" or "no" on an objective basis to these and similar questions.

ESG Investing: How Right Becomes So Wrong

It was done in 2014. "We started one in which... Is legal option the answer? Perhaps having realised that the government was unperturbed by the street protests so far organised by students...

Unending ASUU strikes: Is court the option?

Things changed after 2014... answer is two-fold. First, the rise to power of the BJP was different from the rise of parties earlier. The BJP brought into the realm of power an ideological...

Where has Gandhi’s, Nehru’s India gone?

Then stay away from South Korea where the Chaebols built the economy but in 2014... not the real answer to the real problems that our people are facing. What we need is better government.

The Ratchet Effect

One of a Kind says its application for the annual book fair was rejected, while sources reveal Humming Publishing also barred from event 'Some people have lost interest in writing and even quit the...
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